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	Sams Teach Yourself Google Places in 10 Minutes


	 Sams Teach Yourself Google Places in 10 Minutes gives you straightforward, practical answers when you need fast results. By working through its 10-minute lessons, you’ll learn how to claim your free Google Places business page, improve it with everything from video to coupons, and attract more new customers, starting today!


	 


	Tips point out shortcuts and solutions


	Cautions help you avoid common pitfalls


	Notes provide additional information


	 


	10 minutes is all you need to learn how to…

	
		Claim your free Google Places online business directory page
	
		Publish your basic business information in just minutes
	
		Help visitors experience your business with video, photos, and more
	
		Keep your page up-to-date, painlessly
	
		Add detailed directions to your location with Google Maps
	
		Generate discount coupons that attract traffic
	
		Encourage rave reviews on Google Places and Yelp–and respond effectively to online criticism
	
		Easily create powerful in-store cell phone advertising with QR codes
	
		Improve your Google Search rankings
	
		Manage online impressions and get detailed feedback through the Dashboard
	
		Build a low-cost Adwords campaign that integrates with Google Places



	 


	Register your book at informit.com/register for convenient access to updates and corrections as they become available.
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The Big Book of Dashboards: Visualizing Your Data Using Real-World Business ScenariosJohn Wiley & Sons, 2017

	The definitive reference book with real-world solutions you won't find anywhere else


	The Big Book of Dashboards presents a comprehensive reference for those tasked with building or overseeing the development of business dashboards.


	Comprising dozens of examples that address different industries...
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Clinical Emergency Medicine CasebookCambridge University Press, 2009

	Emergency Medicine is not divided into specific areas of practice. Emergency room visitors come in all shapes and sizes, at any time of day or night, with a wide range of maladies. Emergency physicians need to become experts in diverse areas of medicine and to be able to make quick and informed decisions about patient care. A cornerstone of...
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Extending and Modifying LAMMPS Writing Your Own Source Code: A pragmatic guide to extending LAMMPS as per custom simulation requirementsPackt Publishing, 2021

	
		Understand the LAMMPS source code and modify it to meet your research needs, and run simulations for bespoke applications involving forces, thermostats, pair potentials and more with ease

	
		Key Features

		
			Understand the structure of the LAMMPS source code
	
			Implement custom...
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MCTS Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-562): Microsoft® .NET Framework 3.5 ASP.NET Application Development (Pro - Certification)Microsoft Press, 2009
Maximize your performance on 70-562, a required exam for the new Microsoft Certified Technology Specialist (MCTS): Microsoft .NET Framework 3.5 ASP.NET Application Development certification. This all-new, 2-in-1 SELF-PACED TRAINING KIT includes the official Microsoft study guide, plus practice tests on CD to help you assess your skills. It comes...
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Sams Teach Yourself Network Troubleshooting in 24 HoursSams Publishing, 1998
A practical, hands-on guide to network troubleshooting that emphasizes diagnostic techniques that many professionals, including engineers, architects, doctors, scientists, attorneys, etc. can really relate to. In today's pervasive network environment, many of these people are often responsible for "fixing the network" if it goes down....
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The Thirteen Books of Euclid's Elements, Volume 3Nabu Press, 2010

	This is a reproduction of a book published before 1923. This book may have occasional imperfections such as missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. that were either part of the original artifact, or were introduced by the scanning process. We believe this work is culturally important, and despite the imperfections, have...
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